
DESCRIPTION

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION APPARATUS

5 TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001]

This invention relates to a wireless communication

apparatus for conducting wireless communications using a

plurality of antennas

.

10

BACKGROUND ART

[0002]

Demand for high-speed, large-capacity data transmission

has also grown in wireless communications with rapid

15 development of multimedia communications in recent years.

Accordingly, a communication method for executing high-speed,

large-capacity data transmission using frequencies

efficiently in a limited frequency band is required. Then,

attention is focused on a communication method for conducting

20 communications using a plurality of antennas at both the

transmission and reception parties. As a plurality of

antennas are used for both the transmission and reception, if

different signals are transmitted at the same frequency at the

same time, appropriate processing is performed for the signals

25 at the reception side or both the transmission and reception
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parties , the transmitted signals can be separated for reception

.

Accordingly, the transmission capacity can be increased

without enlarging the frequency band and high-speed,

large-capacity data transmission can be accomplished.

5 [0003]

Proposed as the communication method as described above

is an art wherein signals of a plurality of antennas are

weighted according to a coefficient called weight at the

transmission and reception parties, whereby if a plurality of

10 signals are transmitted at the same time, the signals can be

separated for reception (for example, refer to patent document

1) . As a method of determining the weight in transmission and

reception, a channel estimation value representing the

communication channel situation is detected at the reception

15 side and a characteristic vector is calculated from the channel

estimation value and is used as weight. Since the channel

estimation value is unknown at the transmission side, the

channel estimation value detected at the reception side or the

weight calculated at the reception side is fed back using a

20 reverse communication link, whereby the weight at the

transmission side is determined. In a time division duplex

(TDD) system, the transmission side can use the reception

channel estimation value on the reverse communication link.

Since the same frequency is shared between the forward and

25 reverse links, the communication channel situation can be
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assumed to be identical.

[0004]

To thus share the channel estimation value between the

forward and reverse links, preferably the transmission and

5 reception circuits of the wireless communication apparatus are

equal in amplitude and phase; in the actual apparatus, however,

deviation occurs in the amplitude and the phase between the

transmission and reception circuits because of the individual

difference among radio frequency circuits of a power amplifier,

10 etc., and transfer links, deviation of the circuit

characteristic caused by temperature change of the environment,

etc

.

[0005]

The channel estimation values detected at the forward

15 and reverse reception parties when amplitude, phase deviation

exists between the transmission and reception circuits of a

wireless communication apparatus as described above are shown

in Expressions (1) and (2) shown below. Here, let the forward

channel estimation value be HFL , the reverse channel estimation

20 value be HRL , and a channel response matrix that a wireless

communication signal receives in propagation from a forward

transmission antenna to reception antenna be H. Let amplitude,

phase deviation of a transmission circuit and amplitude, phase

deviation of a reception circuit in the forward direction be

25 ZFL_TX and ZFL_RX respectively and amplitude, phase deviation of
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a transmission circuit and amplitude, phase deviation of a

reception circuit in the reverse direction be ZRL TX and ZRL RX

respectively. Let the number of forward transmission antennas

be M and the number of reception antennas be N. T denotes

transposition of matrix. Accordingly, HFL and HRL become as

follows

:

[0006]

[Expression 1]

H FL ~ ^FL Rx 'H ' ZFL Tx

FL Rx\

0

0

FL RxN

\l K,l °" \a/

N,M

FL Txl

FL Txl

0

0

FL TxM

10 (1)

[0007]

[Expression 2]

HRL — ^RL Rx
'H ' ZRL Tx

RL Rxl

RL Rxl

0

0

RL RxM

r

K,2

KM
h

hN,2

hN,M

RL Txl

0

0

RL TxN

(2)

15 Thus, if amplitude, phase deviation occurs in the

transmission and reception circuits of the wireless

communication apparatus, the forward and reverse channel

estimation values differ. Thus, if the forward channel

estimation value detected at the forward reception side is used
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to generate reception weight, no problem arises; however, if

the forward channel estimation value is used to generate

reverse transmission weight, effect occurs from amplitude,

phase deviation between the transmission and reception

5 circuits and the characteristic is degraded.

[0008]

FIG. 8 shows an example of finding the reception

characteristic (error rate) by computer simulation when

amplitude, phase deviation occurs between the transmission and

10 reception circuits of a wireless communication apparatus . The

simulation conditions are as follows: Modulation system is

QPSK; the number of transmission antennas is two; the number

of reception antennas is two; the characteristic vectors of

channel estimation values are used for transmission and

15 reception weights; reception weight is generated using a

forward channel estimation value; and transmission weight is

generated using a reverse channel estimation value . Amplitude

deviation 5% and phase deviation (excursion) ± 30, 60, and 90

degrees are generated as deviation between the transmission

20 and reception circuits of the wireless communication apparatus .

From FIG. 8, it can be acknowledged that the reception

characteristic is degraded as the phase deviation (excursion)

grows

.

[0009]

25 On the other hand, an art of detecting and correcting
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deviation of amplitude and phase occurring between

transmission and reception circuits in a wireless

communication apparatus is proposed (for example, refer to

patent document 2) . The wireless apparatus is configured to

5 detect deviation occurring between the transmission and

reception circuits using a communication signal used for

transmission generated by the wireless communication

apparatus and a reference signal not used as the communication

signal, and has an antenna and the transmission circuit and

10 the reception circuit sharing the antenna. At the calibration

time, output of the transmission circuit is connected to input

of the reception circuit and the phase rotation amount and/or

the amplitude deviation amount of a signal passing through the

transmission and reception circuits is calculated. Next, the

15 reference signal is connected to the input of the reception

circuit and the phase rotation amount and/or the amplitude

deviation amount of signal passing through the reception

circuit is calculated. The information pieces are subtracted,

whereby the phase rotation amount and/or the amplitude

2 0 deviation amount of the signal passing through the transmission

circuit is calculated. Based on the information, a correction

value for correcting the phase rotation amount and/or the

amplitude deviation amount difference between the

transmission and reception circuits is calculated. Using the

25 correction value, the phase rotation amount and/or the
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amplitude deviation amount difference between the

transmission and reception circuits is corrected.

Patent document 1: JP-A-2001-237751

Patent document 2: International Patent Publication No.

5 00/60757

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0010]

10 However, as in the related art example described above,

the wireless communication apparatus that can detect and

correct (calibrate) deviation of amplitude and phase occurring

between transmission and reception circuits requires addition

of calibration hardware in the wireless communication

15 apparatus. That is, the deviation detection signal (reference

signal) is generated aside from the communication signal and

a switch circuit for connecting the output of the transmission

circuit or the reference signal to the input of the reception

circuit becomes necessary at the calibration time. Thus, the

20 complexity of the wireless communication apparatus increases

and the apparatus becomes upsized. Therefore, the

configuration can be implemented as a large wireless

communication apparatus like a base station apparatus, but it

is difficult to implement the configuration as a small wireless

25 communication apparatus like a mobile terminal.
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[0011]

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide

a wireless communication apparatus capable of correcting the

transfer line characteristics of transmission circuits and

5 reception circuits according to a simple configuration without

generating a deviation detection signal in the wireless

communication apparatus and without the need for adding a

switch circuit for switching connection of input of the

reception circuits

.

10

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0012]

According to the invention, first, there is provided a

wireless communication apparatus for conducting wireless

15 communications according to a time division duplex (TDD) system,

the wireless communication apparatus including a plurality of

antennas, a transmission circuit for transferring a

transmission signal to the plurality of antennas, a reception

circuit for transferring a reception signal from the plurality

2 0 of antennas, channel estimation means for detecting channel

information using the reception signal from the reception

circuit, and correction value detection means for detecting

a correction value for correcting deviation occurring between

the transmission circuit and the reception circuit using the

25 channel information from the channel est imat ion means , wherein
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the correction value detection means detects the correction

value using a correction signal transmitted from a wireless

communication apparatus with which the wireless communication

apparatus conducts communications.

[0013]

Accordingly, deviation occurring in the transmission and

reception circuits in the wireless communication apparatus can

be corrected according to the simple configuration without

adding a circuit for generating a correction signal (reference

signal, etc. f ) or a switch circuit aside from the communication

signal

.

[0014]

Second, the wireless communication apparatus first

described above includes reception weight generation means for

generating reception weight using the channel information from

the channel estimation means, reception signal weighting and

combining means for weighting a plurality of reception signals

from the reception circuit using the reception weight and

combining the signals, transmission weight generation means

for generating transmission weight using the reception weight

and the correction value from the correction value detection

means, and transmission signal weighting means for weighting

transmission data using the transmission weight.

[0015]

Accordingly, the transmission weight is corrected,



whereby deviation can be corrected.

[0016]

Third, the wireless communication apparatus first or

second described above includes already known signal

5 transmission means for transmitting an already known signal

to the wireless communication apparatus communicating with the

wireless communication apparatus, wherein the correction

value detection means detects the correction value for

correcting deviation occurring between the transmission and

10 reception circuits connected to each antenna from the

correction signal transmitted from the wireless communication

apparatus with which the wireless communication apparatus

conducts communications and received by the wireless

communication apparatus.

15 [0017]

Accordingly, using the communication signal with the

wireless communication apparatus of the associated side, the

deviation occurring between the transmission and reception

circuits can be detected and corrected.

20 [0018]

Fourth, according to the invention, there is provided

a wireless communication apparatus for conducting wireless

communications with the wireless communication apparatus as

claimed in claim 3, the wireless communication apparatus

25 including a plurality of antennas, a transmission circuit for
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transferring a transmission signal to the plurality of antennas,

and a reception circuit for transferring a reception signal

from the plurality of antennas, channel estimation means for

estimating a channel estimation value based on a received

already known signal, correction signal generation means for

generating a correction signal based on the channel estimation

value, and correction signal transmission means for

transmitting the generated correction signal.

[0019]

Accordingly, the wireless communication apparatus of the

associated side estimates a channel estimation value based on

the received already known signal and generates and transmits

a correction signal based on the channel estimation value,

whereby the deviation occurring between the transmission and

reception circuits can be corrected using the correction

signal

.

[0020]

Fifth, in the wireless communication apparatus fourth

described above, the correction signal generation means

generates the correction signal so that it becomes a reciprocal

of the channel estimation value.

[0021]

Sixth, in the wireless communication apparatus fourth

described above, the correction signal generation means

decomposes the channel estimation value into singular values
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and generates the correction signal using the result.

[0022]

Thus, using the reciprocal of the channel estimation

value or the result of decomposing the channel estimation value

5 into singular values, the correction signal can be generated

and correction can be made.

[0023]

Seventh, the wireless communication apparatus third

described above includes distribution means for distributing

10 a part of the transmission signal from the transmission means,

switch means for being connected so as to transfer the

transmission signal distributed by the distribution means to

the reception circuit, and amplitude deviation correction

value detection means for detecting an amplitude deviation

15 correction value for correcting amplitude deviation changing

as the signal before transferred through the transmission

circuit and the signal after transferred through the reception

circuit are input and are transferred through the transmission

circuit or the reception circuit.

20 [0024]

Accordingly, the amplitude deviation correction value

for correcting amplitude deviation is detected and the

deviation occurring between the transmission and reception

circuits can be corrected.

25 [0025]
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Eighth, in the wireless communication apparatus seventh

described above, the switch means switches so as to transfer

a part of the transmission signal distributed by the

distribution means to the reception circuit at the transmission

5 timing in the time division duplex system and so as not to

transfer a part of the transmission signal distributed by the

distribution means to the reception circuit at the reception

timing in the time division duplex system.

[0026]

10 Thus, the signal is switched in response to the

transmission or reception timing, whereby the amplitude

deviation correction value for correcting amplitude deviation

can be detected.

[0027]

15 Ninth, in the wireless communication apparatus fourth

described above, the correction signal generation means

generates the correction signal so as to correct phase rotation

of the channel estimation value.

[0028]

20 Thus, the correction signal is generated so as to correct

phase rotation of the channel estimation value and the

deviation occurring in the transmission and reception circuits

can be corrected using the correction signal

.

2 5 ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION
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[0029]

According to the invention, there can be provided a

wireless communication apparatus capable of correcting the

transfer line characteristics of transmission circuits and

reception circuits according to a simple configuration even

in a small wireless communication apparatus without generating

a correction signal in the wireless communication apparatus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

10 [0030]

[FIG. 1] A block diagram of a wireless communication apparatus

according to a first embodiment of the invention.

[FIG. 2] A block diagram of a base station apparatus for

communicating with the wireless communication apparatus

15 according to the first embodiment of the invention.

[FIG. 3] A drawing to show specific examples of a method of

transmitting a training signal separately for each antenna in

the first embodiment.

[FIG. 4] A chart to show a correction value detection procedure

2 0 in the first embodiment.

[FIG. 5] A chart to show a transmission and reception weight

generation procedure in the base station apparatus of the first

embodiment

.

[FIG. 6] A chart to show a transmission and reception weight

25 generation procedure in the wireless communication apparatus
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of the first embodiment.

[FIG. 7] A block diagram of a wireless communication apparatus

according to a second embodiment of the invention.

[FIG. 8] A graph to show an example of the computer simulation

5 result of the reception characteristic when amplitude, phase

deviation occurs between transmission and reception circuits

of a wireless communication apparatus.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

10 [0031]

100, 700 Wireless communication apparatus

101, 201, 701 Antenna

102 , 202, 702 Switch means

103 , 203 , 703 Transmission circuit

15 104, 204, 704 Reception circuit

105, 205, 705 Channel estimation means

106, 206, 706 Reception signal weighting and combining

107, 207, 707 Reception weight generation means

108, 208, 708 Transmission weight generation means

20 109, 209, 709 Transmission signal weighting means

110, 710 Correction value detection means

111, 711 Correction value memory

200 Base station apparatus

212 Probe signal generation means

25 713 Distribution means
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714 Amplitude correction value detection means

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0032]

5 (First embodiment)

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a wireless communication

apparatus according to a first embodiment of the invention.

A wireless communication apparatus 100 is made up of a plurality

of (N) antennas 101-1 to 101-N, a plurality of (N)

10 transmission-reception switch means (SW) 102-1 to 102-N, a

plurality of (N) transmission circuits 103-1 to 103-N, a

plurality of (N) reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N, channel

estimation means 105, reception signal weighting and combining

means 106, reception weight generation means 107, transmission

15 weight generation means 108, transmission signal weighting

means 109 , correction value detection means 110 , and correction

value memory 111.

[0033]

Here, considering that the wireless communication

20 apparatus 100 shown in FIG. 1 is a mobile terminal, for example,

a base station apparatus is a wireless communication apparatus

of a side for communicating with the wireless communication

apparatus 10 0.

[0034]

25 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a base station apparatus
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for communicating with the wireless communication apparatus

shown in FIG. 1. A base station apparatus 200 is made up of

a plurality of (M) antennas 201-1 to 201-M, a plurality of (M)

transmission-reception switch means (SW) 202-1 to 202-M, a

5 plurality of (M) transmission circuits 203-1 to 203-M, a

plurality of (M) reception circuits 204-1 to 204-M, channel

estimation means 205, reception signal weighting and combining

means 206, reception weight generation means 2 07 , transmission

weight generation means 208, transmission signal weighting

10 means 2 09, and correction signal (probe signal) generation

means 212.

[0035]

The number of antennas (N) of the wireless communication

apparatus 10 0 shown in FIG. 1 may be the same as or may be

15 different from the number of antennas (M) of the base station

apparatus 2 00 shown in FIG. 2.

[0036]

A TDD system using the same frequency band and dividing

up and down links according to the time is handled as a link

20 connection system in wireless communications. Multiple

access system is not limited. For example, time division

multiple access (TDMA) for dividing connection channels

according to the time, code division multiple access (CDMA)

for executing division multiplex according to discrete code

25 for each connection channel, etc., is available. Modulation
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system is not limited either. For example, a digital phase

modulation (phase shift keying (PSK) ) system, a digital

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) system, etc., is

available.

5 [0037]

Next, the components of the wireless communication

apparatus 100 shown in FIG. 1 will be discussed. The

transmission signal weighting means 109 inputs transmission

data and weights the transmission data according to the

10 transmission weight for each antenna generated by the

transmission weight generation means 108. The transmission

weight is, for example, a complex coefficient made up of

amplitude and phase information and the transmission data is

multiplied by the transmission weight and is weighted. The

15 weighted transmission signal for each antenna is input to each

of the transmission circuits 103-1 to 103-N. Each of the

transmission circuits 103-1 to 103-N performs processing of

conversion of a digital signal to an analog signal, frequency

conversion from baseband frequency to radio frequency,

20 transmission power amplification, etc. Each of the

transmission circuits 103-1 to 103-N contains processing with

an analog device. In the processing with an analog device,

deviation occurs in amplitude and phase because of the

characteristic of the analog device. Next, an output signal

25 of each of the transmission circuits 103-1 to 103-N is input
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to each of the transmission-reception switch means 102-1 to

102 -N and the transmission signal is fed into each of the

antennas 101-1 to 101-N at the transmission timing in the time

division duplex system, whereby the signal is transmitted to

5 the base station apparatus 200.

[0038]

A signal from the base station apparatus 2 00 is received

at each of the antennas 101-1 to 101-N. The reception signals

received at the antennas 101-1 to 101-N are supplied to the

10 transmission-reception switch means (SW) 102-1 to 102-N and

are supplied to the reception circuits 104-1 to 104 -N at the

reception timings. Each of the reception circuits 104-1 to

104 -N performs processing of power amplification of the

reception signal, frequency conversion of radio frequency to

15 baseband frequency or intermediate frequency, conversion of

an analog signal to a digital signal, etc. Each of the

reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N contains processing with an

analog device. In the processing with an analog device,

deviation occurs in amplitude and phase because of the

20 characteristic of the analog device.

[0039]

The reception signal weighting and combining means 106

weights the reception digital signal supplied from each of the

reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N according to the reception

25 weight for each antenna generated by the reception weight
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generation means 107. Like the transmission weight, the

reception weight is, for example, a complex coefficient. The

channel estimation means 105 inputs the reception digital

signals from the reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N and executes

5 channel estimation indicating the situation of the propagation

path. The reception weight generation means 107 generates

reception weight according to the channel estimation value

detected by the channel estimation means 105. The correction

value detection means 110 detects a correction value for

10 correcting deviation occurring between the transmission and

reception circuits of the wireless communication apparatus 100

using the detection result of the channel estimation means 105 .

The correction value detected by the correction value detection

means 100 110 is stored in the correction value memory 111.

15 The transmission weight generation means 108 corrects

deviation occurring between the transmission and reception of

the wireless communication apparatus 100 using the correction

value stored in the correction value memory 111 for the

reception weight generated by the reception weight generation

20 means 107, thereby generating transmission weight.

[0040]

Next, the components of the base station apparatus 200

shown in FIG. 2 will be discussed. Components identical with

those of the wireless communication apparatus 100 shown in FIG.

25 1 operate in the same manner as the components of the wireless
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communication apparatus 100 described above. However, as for

amplitude, phase deviation in each of the transmission circuits

203-1 to 203-M and each of the reception circuits 204-1 to 204-M,

amplitude, phase deviation occurring between the transmission

5 and reception circuits can be corrected according to the method

described in patent document 2 described in Background Art or

the like because the apparatus is the base station apparatus.

The correction signal (probe signal) generation means 212

generates a probe signal as a correction signal using the

10 channel estimation value of the up link detected by the channel

estimation means 2 05.

[0041]

The channel estimation means 105 of the wireless

communication apparatus 100 in FIG. 1 detects the channel

15 estimation value as the situation of the propagation path of

the down link, and the channel estimation means 2 05 of the base

station apparatus 200 in FIG. 2 detects the channel estimation

value as the situation of the propagation path of the up link.

Here, a detection method of the channel estimation value on

20 the down link will be discussed as an example of the detection

method of the channel estimation value.

[0042]

The base station apparatus 2 00 transmits a signal whose

signal series is already known in the wireless communication

25 apparatus 100 from each of the antennas 201-1 to 201-M. Here,
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the already known signal is called training signal. Since all

channels responses between each of the transmission antennas

201-1 to 201-M and each of the reception antennas 101-1 to 101-N

are required, a method of transmitting the training signal

5 separately for each antenna is used as the training signal

transmission method.

[0043]

FIG. 3 is a drawing to show specific examples of the method

of transmitting the training signal separately for each antenna

.

10 FIG. 3 (a) shows a time division multiplexing (TDM) system for

switching the training signal transmission antennas in

sequence in time series, thereby transmitting independent

training signals from the antennas 201-1 to 201-M of the base

station apparatus 200. FIG. 3 (b) shows a code division

15 multiplexing (CDM) system for spreading training signal

according to a code series predetermined for each antenna and

transmitting the training signal at the same time from all

antennas

.

[0044]

20 In the wireless communication apparatus 100, the

training signals transmitted from the base station apparatus

200 are received at the antennas 101-1 to 101-N and are

transferred by the transmission-reception switch means 102-1

to 102-N to the reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N and are

25 subjected to reception processing. The channel estimation
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means 105 performs correlation processing of each training

signal with the signal series or the like using the output

signal from each of the reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N,

thereby detecting the channel estimation value representing

5 the situation of the propagation path of the down link. The

channel estimation value is, for example, a complex number made

up of amplitude and phase information. Such processing is

performed for each of the training signals assigned to the

antennas 201-1 to 201-M of the base station apparatus 200 . The

10 detected channel estimation value contains channel response

received as the signal transmitted from the antenna of the base

station apparatus 200 propagates until it is received at the

antenna of the wireless communication apparatus 100 and

deviation received while the signal is transferred through each

15 of the reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N of the wireless

communication apparatus 100.

[0045]

Letting a channel matrix having the channel response

received when the signal is propagated between the antennas

2 0 as each element be H and deviation received while the signal

is transferred through each of the reception circuits 104-1

to 104-N of the wireless communication apparatus 100 be ZRX ,

channel estimation value HDL of the down link detected by the

channel estimation means 105 of the wireless communication

25 apparatus 100 becomes as in the following expression:
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[0046]

[Expression 3]

Hr, T
=

DL ZRx H
0

0 Rx,N

h .

N,2 N,M

Z
Rx,\ Z

Rx,l '^1,2

Z
Rx,i ' "ij

_
ZRx,N ' ZRx,N * ^N

72

Z
Rx,l *\

yM

ZRx,N * ^N,M

(3)

As for the up link, channel estimation is also executed

5 in a similar manner. A training signal already known in the

base station apparatus 200 is transmitted from the wireless

communication apparatus 100, and the channel estimation value

is detected in the base station apparatus 200. The detected

channel estimation value contains deviation received while the

10 signal is transferred through each of the transmission circuits

103-1 to 103 -N of the wireless communication apparatus 100 and

channel response received as the signal transmitted from the

antenna of the wireless communication apparatus 100 propagates

until it is received at the antenna of the base station

15 apparatus 200.

[0047]

20

Letting deviation received while the signal is

transferred through each of the transmission circuits 103-1

to 103 -N of the wireless communication apparatus 100 be ZTX ,

channel estimation value HUL of the up link detected by the
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channel estimation means 205 of the base station apparatus 200

becomes as in the following expression:

[0048]

[Expression 4]

HUL
= H T Z

Tx

hN,l

hN,2

Kj

N,M _

0

Z
Tx,l '\l

Z
Tx,\ ' K,2

Z
Tx,l

' \m

0

Tx,N

. (4)

ZTx,N '^N,l

ZTx,N '^N,2

ZTx,N '^N,M

where T denotes transposition of matrix

[0049]

FIG. 4 shows a procedure of detecting a correction value

for correcting deviation occurring between the transmission

10 and reception circuits of the wireless communication apparatus

100 in the wireless communication apparatus 100 and the base

station apparatus 200 configured as in FIGS. 1 and 2. Next,

the correction value detection procedure will be discussed with

FIG. 4.

15 [0050]

In the wireless communication apparatus 100, the

correction value detection procedure is started at step 401.

At step 402, a training signal is transmitted from the wireless

communication apparatus 100 according to a training signal
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transmission method as described above. At step 403, the

transmitted training signal is received at the base station

apparatus 200 and the channel estimation means 205 detects the

channel est imation value HUL of the up link. At step 4 04, using

5 the detected channel estimation value HUL , the correction

signal (probe signal) generation means 212 generates a probe

signal Seal as a correction signal used to detect the correction

value in the wireless communication apparatus 100 and transmits

the probe signal from the antenna. Using channel response from

10 the jth antenna of the wireless communication apparatus 100

to each antenna of the base station apparatus 200, the probe

signal Scalj for the jth antenna of the wireless communication

apparatus 100 is generated as in the following expression (5) :

[0051]

15 [Expression 5]

This probe signal Scalj is transmitted from each of the

antennas 201-1 to 201 -M of the base station apparatus 200 using

time division multiplexing of code division multiplexing . The

20 probe signal can be transmitted as the time series signal of

the training signal from the jth antenna used for the channel

estimation is multiplied by the probe signal Scalj , for example .

At step 4 05, the probe signal transmitted from the base station

Seal . = (5)
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apparatus 200 is subjected to channel deviation while it is

propagated between the antennas and is received at the jth

antenna of the wireless communication apparatus 100. The

reception signal is transferred through the jth reception

5 circuit and is input to the channel estimation means 105 . When

the channel estimation means 105 detects amplitude and phase

for the probe signal of the reception signal in a similar manner

to that of executing channel estimation with the training

signal, the result becomes as in expression (6) shown below.

10 The result uses the following nature: Since the previous

detection result of channel deviation in the reverse link is

used for transmission, if the channel deviation is sufficiently

gentle, the channel deviation component is canceled and

deviation of the antenna 201 and the transmission circuit 203

15 can be detected.

[0052]

[Expression 6]

° dl_rxj — ...lo;
ZTxJ

As another probe signal, expression (7) may be used in

20 place of expression (5) . Since calibration between antennas

needs only to be able to correct deviation of the relative

amplitude and phase relationship, if the result of multiplying

by complex coefficient value A common to all Scalj is thus

adopted as the probe signal, calibration can be executed in
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a similar manner. Using this nature, transmission power

control of the probe signal can be accomplished in the

transmission power range stipulated in the Radio Law, etc.,

and the probe signal with sufficient signal to noise power ratio

is transmitted, so that the calibration accuracy can be

enhanced

.

[0053]

[Expression 7]

Scal :
=

A/
(
zTX,j'hj,2 )

Al(zTxj -hjM )_

. . (7)

The correction value detection means 110 uses the result

to detect the following correction value Cj

:

[0054]

[Expression 8]

1 o _ ZRxj
(8)

As another correction value, expression (9) may be used

in place of expression (8) Since calibration between

antennas needs only to be able to correct deviation of the

relative amplitude and phase relationship, the relative value

with specific Cj (hereinafter, written as C 0 ) as the reference

can be used as the correction value. Accordingly, the antenna

selected as the reference antenna eliminates the need for

multiplication processing . In addition, a proper coefficient
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may be set as C 0 .

[0055]

[Expression 9]

1

(9)
c,0

At step 4 06 , the correction value Cj detected by the

correction value detection means 110 is stored in the

correction value memory 111.

The processing sequence from generation of the probe

signal in the base station apparatus 200 to storage of the

correction value in the wireless communication apparatus 100

is performed for each antenna of the wireless communication

apparatus 100, so that the correction value can be detected

and stored for every deviation occurring between the

transmission and reception circuits of the wireless

communication apparatus 100. As a method of performing

separately for each antenna of the wireless communication

apparatus 100, for example, a time or code division

multiplexing method, etc., is available as with the training

signal described above.

As described above, the correction value for correcting

deviation occurring between the transmission and reception

circuits of the wireless communication apparatus 100 is

[0056]

[0057]



detected, whereby the channel estimation value obtained by

reception can be used for transmission weight generation in

the wireless communication apparatus 100 and the base station

apparatus 2 00.

5 [0058]

Next, a transmission and reception weight generation

method will be discussed. As the transmission and reception

weight generation method, for example, a method of decomposing

the channel estimation value into singular values and adopting

10 singular vectors of the result as transmission and reception

weights is available. A method of adopting the characteristic

vectors of channel estimation values as transmission and

reception weights is also available as described in patent

document 1 in Background Art

.

15 [0059]

First, the determination method of the transmission and

reception weights in the base station apparatus 2 00 will be

discussed. FIG. 5 shows a transmission and reception weight

generation procedure in the base station apparatus 200

20 configured as in FIG. 2. At step 501, in the wireless

communication apparatus 100, a training signal is generated

by making a correction with the correction value Cj in

expression (8) . That is, the time series signal of the training

signal transmitted from the jth transmission channel already

25 known used for usual channel estimation is multiplied by the
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complex correction value Cj to generate a time series signal

as a new training signal where j is any natural number of 1

to M.

[0060]

5 At step 502, a data signal to be transmitted together

with the training signal is weighted with transmission weight.

Transmission weight determination method in the wireless

communication apparatus 100 is described later. At step 503,

the training signal generated at step 501 and the data signal

10 generated at step 502 are formed as shown in FIG. 3 and the

resultant signal is transmitted. At step 504, the signal

transmitted from the wireless communication apparatus 100 is

received at the base station apparatus 200. At step 505, using

the transmitted training signal, the channel estimation means

15 205 of the base station apparatus 200 executes channel

estimation of the up link. Letting the channel estimation

value of the up link be HUL_CAL , it becomes as in expression (10)

shown below. Accordingly, for the channel estimation value

Hul_cal of the up link, circuit deviation ZTX in the transmission

20 circuits 203-1 to 203-M is removed, so that calibration is

accomplished.

[0061]

[Expression 10]
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10

HUL CAL H Z
Tx C

Ki hN,2

\j4 '
'

' ^N,M

Tx,l

0

0

Tx.N

0

0 N

.. (10)

Rx

zRxj ' h
J}i

Z
Rx,\ '\M

ZRx,N ' ^N,l

ZRx yN ' ^N,2

ZRx,N ' ^N,M

At step 506, reception weight is generated using the

channel estimation value in expression (10) . The reception

weight generation means 207 of the base station apparatus 200

can use the channel estimation value Hul_cal of the up link to

perform the following calculation:

[0062]

[Expression 11]

H(JL_CAL — UlJL CAL ' ^UL CAL ' ^UL CAL
H

. - . (ID

where Uul^cal is a left singular vector, Vul_CAl is a right

singular vector, and DUL_CAL is a diagonal matrix having singular

values as elements. The reception weight generation means 2 07

adopts the left singular vector Uul_Cal as the reception weight.

[0063]

15 At step 507 , transmission weight is generated. The

transmission weight generation means 2 08 generates

transmission weight using the reception weight generated by

the reception weight generation means 207. Accordingly, the

transmission and reception weights in the base station
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apparatus 2 00 are determined.

[0064]

At step 508, the generated transmission weight is used

as weight in directional transmission for the data signal

transmitted using the down link.

[0065]

At step 509, the data signal generated at step 503 is

weighted with the reception weight generated at step 506 to

form reception data.

10 [0066]

Next, the determination method of the transmission and

reception weights in the wireless communication apparatus 100

will be discussed. FIG. 6 shows a transmission and reception

weight generation procedure in the wireless communication

15 apparatus 100 configured as in FIG. 1. At step 601, in the

base station apparatus 2 00, a training signal is generated.

At step 602, a data signal to be transmitted together with the

training signal is weighted with transmission weight. The

transmission weight in the base station apparatus 2 00 is

20 determined according to the procedure described above. At

step 603, the training signal generated at step 601 and the

data signal generated at step 602 are formed as shown in FIG.

3 and the resultant signal is transmitted. At step 604, the

signal transmitted from the base station apparatus 200 is

25 received at the wireless communication apparatus 100. At step
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605, using the transmitted training signal, the channel

estimation means 105 of the wireless communication apparatus

100 executes channel estimation of the down link. At step 606,

the reception weight generation means 107 of the wireless

5 communication apparatus 10 0 can use the channel estimation

value HDL of the down link to perform the following calculation:

[0067]

[Expression 12]

HDL =UDL *DDL .VDL
H

. .. (12)

10 where UDL is a left singular vector , VDL is a right singular

vector, and DDL is a diagonal matrix having singular values as

elements. The reception weight generation means 107 adopts

the right singular vector VDL as the reception weight.

[0068]

15 At step 607, the transmission weight generation means

108 generates transmission weight by making a correction to

the reception weight with the correction value Cj in expression

(8) . Accordingly, the transmission and reception weights in

the wireless communication apparatus 100 are determined.

20 [0069]

At step 608, the generated transmission weight is used

as weight in directional transmission for the data signal

transmitted using the up link.

[0070]

25 At step 609, the data signal generated at step 603 is
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weighted with the reception weight generated at step 606 to

form reception data.

[0071]

Next, another method for detecting a correction value

5 for correcting deviation occurring between the transmission

and reception circuits of the wireless communication apparatus

100 in the wireless communication apparatus 100 and the base

station apparatus 200 configured as in FIGS. 1 and 2 is shown.

It is the same as the procedure shown in FIG. 4 and a description

10 is also given with FIG. 4.

[0072]

In the base station apparatus, the channel estimation

value HUL of the up link detected by the channel estimation means

205 is detected at steps 401, 402, and 403 as in the procedure

15 described above. At step 404, using the detected channel

estimation value HUL , the correction signal (probe signal)

generation means 212 generates a probe signal Seal used to

detect the correction value in the wireless communication

20

apparatus 100. First, using the channel estimation value HUL

of the up link, the following calculation can be executed:

[0073]

[Expression 13]

HUL =UUL -DUL .VUL
H

... (13)

where UUL is a left singular vector , VUL is a right singular

2 5 vector, and DUL is a diagonal matrix having singular values as
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elements. Using the singular vectors UUL and VUL and the

singular valued DUL/ the probe signal Seal is generated as

in the following expression (14)

:

[0074]

5 [Expression 14]

Scal = U*UL -faL -D
T
ULY ... (14)

where * denotes a complex conjugate.

[0075]

The probe signal Seal is transmitted from each antenna

10 201 of the base station apparatus 200. The probe signal Seal

is made up of a matrix with M rows and N columns. Signal PLj

(t, m) provided by copying time series signal of training signal

PLj (t) from the jth antenna using the jth column vector dj

for channel estimation as many as M channels is generated and

15 value dj (m) • PLj (t, m) resulting from multiplying each signal

by the mth element of dj is transmitted from the mth antenna

where t represents the time and j = 1 to N and m = 1 to M.

[0076]

The training signal PLj (t) is transmitted using time

20 division multiplexing or code division multiplexing so that

the wireless communication apparatus 101 100 can separate and

receive the signal. After all probe signals are transmitted,

at step 405, the transmitted probe signal is subjected to

channel deviation while it is propagated between the antennas

25 and is received at each antenna 101 of the wireless
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communication apparatus. The reception signal is transferred

through each reception circuit 104 and is input to the channel

estimation means 105. When the channel estimation means 105

detects amplitude and phase for the probe signal of the

5 reception signal in a similar manner to that of executing

channel estimation with the training signal , the result becomes

as in expression (15) shown below. The result uses the

following nature: Since the previous detection result of

channel deviation in the reverse link is used for transmission,

10 if the channel deviation is sufficiently gentle, the channel

deviation component is canceled and deviation of the antenna

201 and the transmission circuit 203 can be detected.

[0077]

[Expression 15]

15 SDL_Rx =ZRx (ZTx)
1 •• < 15 )

As another probe signal, expression (16) may be used in

place of expression (14) . Since calibration between antennas

needs only to be able to correct deviation of the relative

amplitude and phase relationship, if the result of multiplying

20 by complex coefficient value A common to all Scalj is adopted

as the probe signal, calibration can be executed in a similar

manner. Using this nature, transmission power control of the

probe signal can be accomplished in the transmission power

range stipulated in the Radio Law, etc., and the probe signal

25 with sufficient signal to noise power ratio is transmitted,
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so that the calibration accuracy can be enhanced.

[0078]

[Expression 16]

Scal = A*U*UL -fcL .D
T
ULf . .. (16)

The correction value detection means 110 uses the result

to detect the correction value C made up of a diagonal matrix

with N rows and N columns shown in the following expression

(17) :

[0079]

[Expression 17]

c=zRx (z
Tx

)-
1

... d7)

As another correction value, expression (18) may be used

in place of expression (17) . Since calibration between

antennas needs only to be able to correct deviation of the

relative amplitude and phase relationship, the relative value

with specific jth diagonal element Cj (hereinafter, written

as C0 ) of the correction value C as the reference can be used

as the correction value. Accordingly, the antenna selected

as the reference antenna eliminates the need for multiplication

processing. In addition, a proper coefficient may be set as

Co .

[0080]

[Expression 18]

C = (l/c
0)ZRx .(ZncY

1

(18)

At step 406, the correction value C detected by the
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correction value detection means 110 is stored in the

correction value memory 111.

[0081]

FirotSecondly , the determination method of the

5 transmission and reception weights in the base station

apparatus 200 will be discussed. The reception weight

generation means 207 of the base station apparatus 200

decomposes the channel estimation value of the up link as

represented in expression (13) into singular values and adopts

10 the left singular vector UUL as the reception weight. The

transmission weight generation means 2 08 adopts the reception

weight provided by the reception weight generation means 207

intact as transmission weight without change. Accordingly,

the transmission and reception weights in the base station

15 apparatus 2 00 are determined.

[0082]

On the other hand, the wireless communication apparatus

100 uses the channel estimation value HDL of the down link in

expression (3) and the correction value C in expression (17) .

20 The reception weight generation means 107 can calculate as

follows:

[0083]

[Expression 19]

C
'HDL ~ & DL_CAL ' DdL_CAL ' ^DL _CAL ' ' ' ( 1 9 )

25 where Udl_CAl is a left singular vector, VDL Cal is a right
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singular vector, and Ddl_cal is a diagonal matrix having singular

values as elements. Using the right singular vector VDL cal and

the correction value C, reception weight WRX can be calculated

as follows:

5 [0084]

[Expression 20]

~ ^DL_CAL ' C • • • (20)

The transmission weight generation means 108 uses the

right singular vector VDL_CAL intact as transmission weight

10 without change, thereby determining the transmission weight.

[0085]

As described above, assuming use of the calibration

configuration capable of correcting amplitude, phase

deviation occurring between the transmission and reception

15 circuits according to the method described in patent document

2 described in Background Art or the like, the base station

apparatus 200 uses the communication signal to detect and

correct deviation occurring between the transmission and

reception circuits of the wireless communication apparatus 100

2 0 not having such a calibration configuration, whereby the need

for adding hardware of a reference signal generation circuit,

a switch circuit, etc., for calibration is eliminated and the

wireless communication apparatus 100 can be miniaturized and

can be put into low power consumption.

25 [0086]
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In the embodiment, because of the correction value

detection technique, detection is executed at least once at

the communication start time, etc. , whereby if the propagation

path situation changes, the correction value can be used and

5 the correction value update frequency can be kept low.

[0087]

On the other hand, to use a technique of feeding back

channel estimation information or transmission weight

information, if the propagation path situation changes, the

10 information needs to be again sent; the technique of the

embodiment is also effective from the viewpoint of enhancing

the transfer efficiency.

[0088]

The correction value detection may be executed at the

15 communication start time, may be executed on a regular basis

during communicating or when communications stop, or may be

executed as requested by the owner of the wireless

communication apparatus 100. It may be executed when a

detector, etc., in the wireless communication apparatus 100

2 0 determines that correction is required. For example, to

change transmission power, the possibility that the amplitude

phase characteristic of the transmission circuit may change

is high and this may be used as a trigger for detecting the

correction value. If temperature change in the wireless

25 communication apparatus exceeds a predetermined value, there
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is a possibility that the amplitude phase characteristic may

change due to the temperature characteristic of the

transmission circuit or the reception circuit and this may be

used as a trigger for detecting the correction value. At

5 conversation time and at non- conversation time, the antenna

is affected by the nearby body such as a human body and the

antenna directional characteristic may deviate and such a case

may be used as a trigger for detecting the correction value.

[0089]

10 (Second embodiment)

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a wireless communication

apparatus according to a second embodiment of the invention.

A wireless communication apparatus 700 shown in FIG. 7 is made

up of a plurality of (N) antennas 701-1 to 701-N, a plurality

15 of (N) transmission-reception switch means (SW) 702-1 to 702 -N,

a plurality of (N) transmission circuits 703-1 to 703-N, a

plurality of (N) reception circuits 704-1 to 704-N, channel

estimation means 705 , reception signal weighting and combining

means 706, reception weight generation means 707, transmission

20 weight generation means 708, transmission signal weighting

means 709, correction value detection means (phase correction

value detection means) 710, correction value memory 711, a

plurality of (N) signal distribution means 713-1 to 713-N, and

amplitude correction value detection means 714.

25 [0090]
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The wireless communication apparatus 700 is provided by

adding the signal distribution means 713-1 to 713 -N and the

amplitude correction value detection means 714 to the wireless

communication apparatus 100 according to the first embodiment

5 shown in FIG. 1, and the basic operation of the wireless

communication apparatus 700 is the same as the operation of

the wireless communication apparatus 100 according to the first

embodiment. The wireless communication apparatus 700

conducts communications with the base station apparatus 200

10 shown in FIG. 2. The basic operation of the base station

apparatus 2 00 is the same as the operation of that of the first

embodiment

.

[0091]

The differences of the operation of the wireless

15 communication apparatus 70 0 from that of the first embodiment

will be discussed below: In the transmission circuits 703-1

to 703 -N, parts of transmission signals are input to the

amplitude correction value detection means 714.

[0092]

20 As a method of taking out parts of transmission signals,

to take out analog transmission signals after subjected to D/A

conversion, a first method is used to distribute and take out

the partial signals through distributor; to take out digital

transmission signals before subjected to D/A conversion, a

25 second method is used to copy the digital signals and take out
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the signals.

[0093]

To take out analog transmission signals after subjected

to D/A conversion in the first method, in addition to taking

5 out the signals before the transmission circuits, if deviation

between channels of a circuit near to input forming the

transmission circuit is sufficiently small, the signal from

output of the circuit may be taken out.

[0094]

!0 In the reception circuits 704-1 to 704-N, parts of

transfer signals are input to the amplitude correction value

detection means 714.

[0095]

As a method of taking out parts of reception signals,

15 to take out analog reception signals before subjected to A/D

conversion, a first method is used to distribute and take out

the partial signals through distributor; to take out digital

reception signals after subjected to A/D conversion, a second

method is used to copy the digital signals and take out the

20 signals.

[0096]

To take out analog reception signals after subjected to

A/D conversion in the first method, in addition to taking out

the signals from after the reception circuits, if deviation

25 between channels of a circuit near to output forming the
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reception circuit is sufficiently small, the signal from input

of the circuit may be taken out.

[0097]

Using the input signals, the amplitude correction value

5 detection means 714 detects a correction value for correcting

amplitude deviation occurring between the transmission and

reception circuits of the wireless communication apparatus 700.

Using the channel estimation result of the channel estimation

means 705, the correction value detection means (phase

10 correction value detection means) 710 detects a correction

value for correcting phase deviation occurring between the

transmission and reception circuits of the wireless

communication apparatus 700.

[0098]

15 Each of the signal distribution means 713-1 to 713 -N

distributes a signal of partial power from the transmission

signal supplied from each of the transmission circuits 703-1

to 703 -N. The partial power is power in the range not affecting

the transmission power; for example, the distribution power

2 0 is roughly in the range of -15 dB to -2 0 dB

.

[0099]

The transmission signals and the distributed signals are

supplied to the transmission-reception switch means (SW) 702-1

to 702-N. The transmission-reception switch means (SW) 702-1

25 to 702-N perform switch operation so as to supply the
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transmission signals to the antennas 701-1 to 701-N at the

transmission timing and supply the reception signals from the

antennas 701-1 to 701-N to the reception circuits 704-1 to 704-N

at the reception timing as in the operation in the first

5 embodiment. In addition, the transmission-reception switch

means (SW) 702-1 to 702-N perform switch operation so as to

supply parts of the transmission signals distributed by the

signal distribution means 713-1 to 713 -N to the reception

circuits 704-1 to 704-N at the transmission timing and so as

10 not to supply parts of the transmission signals distributed

by the signal distribution means 713-1 to 713 -Nat the reception

timing.

[0100]

Procedures of detecting a correction value for

15 correcting deviation occurring between the transmission and

reception of the wireless communication apparatus 7 00 in the

wireless communication apparatus 700 and the base station

apparatus 2 00 configured as described above will be discussed.

In the second embodiment, amplitude deviation and phase

2 0 deviation correcting deviation occurring between the

transmission and reception of the wireless communication

apparatus are detected according to difference procedures.

[0101]

First, the amplitude deviation detection procedure will

25 be discussed. At the transmission timing in the wireless
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communication apparatus, transmission signals are transferred

through the transmission circuits 703-1 to 703 -N of the

wireless communication apparatus 700 and transmission signals

distributed by the signal distribution means 713-1 to 713-N

are transferred through the reception circuits 704-1 to 704 -N.

At the transmission timing, the amplitude deviation correction

valve detection means 714 inputs the transmission signals

transferred through the transmission circuits 703-1 to 703 -N

and the signals transferred through the reception circuits

704-1 to 704 -N and compares the signals relative to amplitude

or power, thereby detecting amplitude deviation received while

the signals are transferred through the transmission circuits

703-1 to 703-N and the reception circuits 704-1 to 704-N. The

correction value for correcting the detected amplitude

deviation is calculated and is stored in the correction value

memory 711.

[0102]

At this time, the signals taken out from the transmission

circuits 703-1 to 703-N may be digital signals input to the

transmission circuits or may be analog signals after subjected

to digital/analog conversion. Likewise, the signals taken out

from the reception circuits 704-1 to 704-N may be digital

signals output from the reception circuits or may be analog

signals before subjected to analog/digital conversion.

[0103]



Next, the phase deviation detection procedure will be

discussed. Channel estimation using a training signal is

executed as in the first embodiment. Accordingly, in the

wireless communication apparatus 700, the channel estimation

5 means 705 detects the channel estimation value of the down link

represented in expression (3) and in the base station apparatus

2 00, the channel estimation means 205 detects the channel

estimation value of the up link represented in expression (4) .

[0104]

10 In the base station apparatus 200 in FIG. 2, using the

channel estimation value HUL of the up link detected by the

channel estimation means 2 05, the correction signal (probe

signal) generation means 212 generates a probe signal Seal used

to detect the correction value in the wireless communication

15 apparatus 700.

[0105]

Using channel response from the jth antenna of the

wireless communication apparatus 700 to each antenna of the

base station apparatus 200, the probe signal Scalj for the jth

20 antenna of the wireless communication apparatus is generated

as in the following expression (21)

:

[0106]

[Expression 21]
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Sealj — (21)

where * denotes a complex conjugate.

[0107]

The probe signal Scalj is transmitted from each of the

antennas 201-1 to 201-M of the base station apparatus. The

transmitted probe signal is subjected to channel deviation

while it is propagated between the antennas and is received

at the j th antenna of the wireless communication apparatus 700 .

The reception signal is transferred through the jth reception

circuit 704 -j and is input to the channel estimation means 705.

When the channel estimation means 705 detects amplitude and

phase for the probe signal of the reception signal in a similar

manner to that of executing channel estimation with the

training signal, the result becomes as in the following

expression (22) .

The correction value detection means (phase correction

value detection means) 710 uses the result to detect phase

correction value Cphase , j shown in the following expression (23) :

[0109]

[0108]

[Expression 22]

(22)



[Expression 23]

^PhaseJ — _ . . . ( 23 ;
e
tJ>DL_RxJ

The correction value Cphase
, j detected by the correction

value detection means (phase correction value detection means)

5 710 is stored in the correction value memory 711.

[0110]

The processing sequence from generation of the probe

signal in the base station apparatus to storage of the

correction value in the wireless communication apparatus is

10 performed for each antenna of the wireless communication

apparatus, so that the correction value can be detected and

stored for every difference deviation occurring between the

transmission and reception circuits of the wireless

communication apparatus . As a method of performing separately

15 for each antenna of the wireless communication apparatus, for

example, a time or code division multiplexing method, etc.,

is available as with the training signal described above.

[0111]

As described above, the correction value for correcting

20 deviation occurring between the transmission and reception

circuits of the wireless communication apparatus 700 can be

detected separately for amplitude deviation and phase

deviation. The amplitude deviation can be detected according

to the simple configuration for only comparing amplitude values
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or power values in the wireless communication apparatus. For

the transmission and reception weight generation method and

the weight correction method using the correction value, the

methods described in the first embodiment can be used.

5 [0112]

As described above, according to the embodiment, the

communication signal can be used to detect and correct

amplitude deviation and phase deviation occurring between the

transmission and reception circuits. Accordingly, the

10 transfer link characteristics of the transmission circuits and

the reception circuits can be corrected according to the simple

configuration without generating a correction signal

(reference signal) in the wireless communication apparatus and

without the need for adding a switch circuit for switching input

15 and output of transmission and reception circuits at the

calibration time, so that the configuration of the wireless

communication apparatus can be miniaturized. Therefore,

correction of deviation occurring between transmission and

reception circuits can be accomplished even with a small

20 wireless communication apparatus for weighing signals in both

transmission and reception and conducting communications

using a plurality of antennas.

[0113]

While the invention has been described in detail with

25 reference to the specific embodiments, it will be obvious to
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those skilled in the art that various changes and modifications

can be made without departing from the spirit and the scope

of the invention.

[0114]

5 This application is based on Japanese Patent Application

(No. 2004-231930) filed on August 9, 2004 and Japanese Patent

Application (No. 2005-215321) filed on July 26, 2005, which

are incorporated herein by reference

.

10 INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0115]

The invention has the advantage that it is made possible

to correct the transfer link characteristics of the

transmission circuits and the reception circuits according to

15 the simple configuration even in a small wireless communication

apparatus without generating a correction signal in the

wireless communication apparatus, and is useful as a wireless

communication apparatus, etc., for conducting wireless

communications using a plurality of antennas.
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CLAIMS

1. A wireless communication apparatus for conducting

wireless communications according to a time division duplex

5 (TDD) system, comprising:

a plurality of antennas;

a transmission circuit for transferring a transmission

signal to the plurality of antennas

;

a reception circuit for transferring a reception signal

10 from the plurality of antennas;

channel estimation means for detecting channel

information using the reception signal from the reception

circuit; and

correction value detection means for detecting a

15 correction value for correcting deviation occurring between

the transmission circuit and the reception circuit using the

channel information from the channel estimation means,

wherein the correction value detection means detects the

correction value using a correction signal transmitted from

20 a wireless communication apparatus with which the wireless

communication apparatus conducts communications.

2. The wireless communication apparatus according to claim

1, further comprising:

25 reception weight generation means for generating
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reception weight using the channel information from the channel

estimation means;

reception signal weighting and combining means for

weighting a plurality of reception signals from the reception

circuit using the reception weight and combining the signals;

transmission weight generation means for generating

transmission weight using the reception weight and the

correction value from the correction value detection means;

and

transmission signal weighting means for weighting

transmission data using the transmission weight.

3 . The wireless communication apparatus according to claim

1 or 2, further comprising:

already known signal transmission means for transmitting

an already known signal to the wireless communication apparatus

communicating with the wireless communication apparatus,

wherein the correction value detection means detects the

correction value for correcting deviation occurring between

the transmission and reception circuits connected to each

antenna from the correction signal transmitted from the

wireless communication apparatus with which the wireless

communication apparatus conducts communications and received

by the wireless communication apparatus.
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4. A wireless communication apparatus for conducting

wireless communications with the wireless communication

apparatus according to claim 3, comprising:

a plurality of antennas;

5 a transmission circuit for transferring a transmission

signal to the plurality of antennas;

a reception circuit for transferring a reception signal

from the plurality of antennas;

channel estimation means for estimating a channel

10 estimation value based on a received already known signal;

correction signal generation means for generating a

correction signal based on the channel estimation value; and

correction signal transmission means for transmitting

the generated correction signal.

15

5. The wireless communication apparatus according to claim

4,

wherein the correction signal generation means generates

the correction signal which becomes a reciprocal of the channel

20 estimation value.

6. The wireless communication apparatus according to claim

4,

wherein the correction signal generation means

25 decomposes the channel estimation value into singular values
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and generates the correction signal using the result.

7. The wireless communication apparatus according to claim

3, further comprising:

5 distribution means for distributing a part of the

transmission signal from the transmission means;

switch means for being connected so as to transfer the

transmission signal distributed by the distribution means to

the reception circuit; and

10 amplitude deviation correction value detection means for

detecting an amplitude deviation correction value for

correcting amplitude deviation changing as the signal before

transferred through the transmission circuit and the signal

after transferred through the reception circuit are input and

15 are transferred through the transmission circuit or the

reception circuit.

8. The wireless communication apparatus according to claim

7,

20 wherein the switch means switches so as to transfer a

part of the transmission signal distributed by the distribution

means to the reception circuit at the transmission timing in

the time division duplex system and so as not to transfer a

part of the transmission signal distributed by the distribution

25 means to the reception circuit at the reception timing in the
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time division duplex system.

9. The wireless communication apparatus according to claim

4,

5 wherein the correction signal generation means generates

the correction signal so as to correct phase rotation of the

channel estimation value.
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ABSTRACT

In a wireless communication apparatus adopting a time

division duplex system for executing transmission and

5 reception using a plurality of antennas, deviation of amplitude

and phase occurring between transmission and reception

circuits is detected and corrected using a communication

signal.

Channel estimation means 105 detects channel information

10 based on reception output of reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N

provided in a one-to-one correspondence with a plurality of

antennas 101-1 to 101-N. Correction value detection means 110

finds a correction value for correcting deviation occurring

between each of transmission circuits 103-1 to 103-N and each

15 of the reception circuits 104-1 to 104-N based on the channel

information. A wireless communication apparatus 100

transmits an already known signal (training signal) to a base

station with which the wireless communication apparatus

conducts communications. The base station executes channel

20 estimation based on the already known signal and generates and

transmits a correction signal (probe signal) . The correction

value detection means 110 of the wireless communication

apparatus 100 detects the correction value using the correction

signal (probe signal)

.

25
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